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============
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We note that equation ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) includes many famous NLEEs as its special cases. For instance, if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In recent years, it has aroused widespread interest in the study of NLEEs \[[@CR7]--[@CR13]\]. Equations ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) are very meaningful higher-dimensional NLEEs which can describe many dynamic processes and important phenomena in engineering and physics. The YTSF equation is a mostly used model for investigating the dynamics of solitons and nonlinear waves in fluid dynamics, plasma physics and weakly dispersive media \[[@CR13]\]. Zakharov and Kuznetsov \[[@CR14]\] proposed the ZK equation to describe nonlinear ion-acoustic waves in a plasma comprised of cold ions and hot isothermal electrons in the presence of a uniform magnetic field. Many physical phenomena, in the purely dispersive limit, are governed by this type of equation, such as the long waves on a thin liquid film \[[@CR15]\], the Rossby waves in a rotating atmosphere \[[@CR16]\], and the isolated vortex of drift waves in a three-dimensional plasma \[[@CR17]\]. The gZK equation is of a generalized setting of ZK equation. Seeking exact solutions of NLEEs is an interesting and significant subject. Over the past few years, many powerful methods for constructing the solutions of NLEEs have been used, for instance, the Bäcklund transform method \[[@CR18]\], direct algebraic method \[[@CR19]\], modified simple equation method \[[@CR20]\], Lie group method \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\], $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Description of the methods {#Sec2}
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Suppose that a nonlinear partial differential equation (PDE) is given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Step 2. Assume that equation ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) has the following traveling wave solution: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Consider the following differential equation: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 2.1 {#FPar1}

(\[[@CR28], [@CR30], [@CR31]\])
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By the above definitions and lemma, we now present the complex method.
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Symmetries and symmetry reduction {#Sec5}
=================================

Symmetries {#Sec6}
----------
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Exact solutions of gZK equation via the complex method {#Sec10}
------------------------------------------------------

Inserting ([17](#Equ17){ref-type=""}) into equation ([39](#Equ39){ref-type=""}) we have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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By ([19](#Equ19){ref-type=""}), we infer that the indeterminate rational solutions of equation ([39](#Equ39){ref-type=""}) are $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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So the rational solutions of equation ([39](#Equ39){ref-type=""}) are $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To obtain simply periodic solutions, let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$l = \frac{1}{2\alpha} \sqrt{ \frac{4a_{1}-a_{5}^{2}-2a_{1}k^{2}\alpha ^{2}(a_{2}+a_{3})}{a_{1}}}$\end{document}$ in the former case, or $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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So simply periodic solutions of equation ([39](#Equ39){ref-type=""}) are $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Thus, the elliptic function solutions of equation ([39](#Equ39){ref-type=""}) are $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$w_{d}(z)=\pm\sqrt{\frac{-3 ( a_{2} {k}^{2}+a_{3} {k}^{2}+2 {l}^{2} )}{2a_{1}}}\frac{\wp'(z-z_{0},g_{2},0)}{\wp(z-z_{0},g_{2},0)}- \frac{a_{5}}{2a_{1}}, $$\end{document}$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$z_{0}\in{\mathbb {C}}$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$g_{3}=0$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$g_{2}$\end{document}$ is arbitrary. Applying the addition formula, we can rewrite it as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} w_{d}(z) =&\pm\sqrt{\frac{-3 ( a_{2} {k}^{2}+a_{3} {k}^{2}+2 {l}^{2} )}{2a_{1}}} \\ &{}\cdot{\frac{(-\wp+E)(4E\wp^{2}+(4E^{2}-g_{{2}})\wp+2F\wp' -Eg_{{2}})}{((12{E}^{2}-g_{{2}})\wp+4{E}^{3}-3Eg_{{2}})\wp'+(4\wp ^{3}+12E\wp^{2}-3 g_{{2}}\wp-Eg_{{2}})F}}-\frac{a_{5}}{2a_{1}}, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$g_{3}=0$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$F^{2}=4E^{3}-g_{2}E$\end{document}$, *E* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$g_{2}$\end{document}$ are arbitrary.

Exact solutions of YTSF equation via the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\exp(-\phi (z))$\end{document}$-expansion method {#Sec11}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Substituting the traveling wave transform $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\varphi(\xi,\eta,y)=v(z),\quad z=k\xi+l\eta+ry, $$\end{document}$$ into equation ([37](#Equ37){ref-type=""}), then integrating it with respect to *z*, we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ k^{3}lv''' + \bigl(4k^{2}+4kl+3r^{2}\bigr)v'+3k^{2}l \bigl(v'\bigr)^{2}+\gamma=0, $$\end{document}$$ where *γ* is the integration constant which can be determine later.

Setting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$w=v'$\end{document}$, equation ([46](#Equ46){ref-type=""}) becomes $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ k^{3}lw'' + \bigl(4k^{2}+4kl+3r^{2} \bigr)w+3k^{2}lw^{2}+\gamma=0. $$\end{document}$$

Taking the homogeneous balance between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$w''$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$w^{2}$\end{document}$ in equation ([47](#Equ47){ref-type=""}) yields $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ w(z)=C_{0}+C_{1}\exp\bigl(-\phi(z)\bigr)+C_{2} \bigl(\exp\bigl(\phi(z)\bigr)\bigr)^{2}, $$\end{document}$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$C_{2}\neq0$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$C_{i}$\end{document}$ ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$i=0,1,2$\end{document}$) are constants to be determined, whereas *δ* and *μ* are arbitrary constants.

Substitute *w*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$w^{2}$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$w''$\end{document}$ into equation ([47](#Equ47){ref-type=""}) and equate the coefficients of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\exp(-\phi(z))$\end{document}$ to zero, then $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& {k}^{3}lC_{1} \delta\mu+2 {k}^{3}lC_{2} {\mu}^{2}+3 {k}^{2}l{C_{0}}^{2}+4 C_{0} {k}^{2}+4 C_{0} kl+3 C_{0} {r}^{2}+\gamma=0, \\& C_{1} l{k}^{3}{\delta}^{2}+6 C_{2} l{k}^{3}\delta\mu+2 C_{1} l{k}^{3}\mu+6 C_{0} C_{1} l{k}^{2}+4 C_{1} {k}^{2}+4 C_{1} lk+3 C_{1} {r}^{2}=0, \\& 4 C_{2} l{k}^{3}{\delta}^{2}+3 C_{1} l{k}^{3}\delta+8 C_{2} l{k}^{3}\mu +6 C_{0} C_{2} l{k}^{2}+3 {C_{1}}^{2}l{k}^{2}+4 C_{2} {k}^{2}+4 C_{2} lk+3 C_{2} {r}^{2}=0, \\& 10 C_{2} l{k}^{3}\delta+6 C_{1} C_{2} l{k}^{2}+2 C_{1} l{k}^{3}=0, \\& 3 {C_{2}}^{2}l{k}^{2}+6 C_{2} l{k}^{3}=0. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

Solving the above algebraic equations, we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned} &\gamma=-\frac{(\delta^{2}-4\mu)^{2}l^{2}k^{6}-(4lk+4k^{2}+3r^{2})^{2}}{12k^{2}l},\qquad C_{2}=-2k, \\ &C_{1}=-2k\delta,\qquad C_{0}=-\frac{lk^{3}\delta^{2}+8lk^{3}\mu+4lk+4k^{2}+3r^{2}}{6k^{2}l}, \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ where *μ* and *δ* are arbitrary constants.

Substituting equations ([49](#Equ49){ref-type=""}) into equation ([48](#Equ48){ref-type=""}), yields $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ w(z)=-\frac{lk^{3}\delta^{2}+8lk^{3}\mu+4lk+4k^{2}+3r^{2}}{6k^{2}l}-2k\delta\exp \bigl(-\phi(z)\bigr)-2k\bigl(\exp\bigl( \phi(z)\bigr)\bigr)^{2}. $$\end{document}$$ We apply equation ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) to equation ([15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}) into equation ([50](#Equ50){ref-type=""}), respectively, to get traveling wave solutions of the YTSF equation as follows.

When $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\delta^{2}-4\mu>0$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\mu\neq0$\end{document}$, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \begin{aligned} w_{21}(z)={}&{-}\frac{lk^{3}\delta^{2}+8lk^{3}\mu+4lk+4k^{2}+3r^{2}}{6k^{2}l}+ \frac {4k\delta\mu}{\sqrt{(\delta^{2}-4\mu)}\tanh(\frac{\sqrt{\delta^{2}-4\mu }}{2}(z+c)+\delta)} \\ &{}-\frac{8k\mu^{2}}{(\sqrt{(\delta^{2}-4\mu)}\tanh(\frac{\sqrt{\delta^{2}-4\mu }}{2}(z+c)+\delta))^{2}}, \end{aligned} \\& \begin{aligned} w_{22}(z)={}&{-}\frac{lk^{3}\delta^{2}+8lk^{3}\mu+4lk+4k^{2}+3r^{2}}{6k^{2}l}+ \frac {4k\delta\mu}{\sqrt{(\delta^{2}-4\mu)}\coth(\frac{\sqrt{\delta^{2}-4\mu }}{2}(z+c)+\delta)} \\ &{}-\frac{8k\mu^{2}}{(\sqrt{(\delta^{2}-4\mu)}\coth(\frac{\sqrt{\delta^{2}-4\mu }}{2}(z+c)+\delta))^{2}}. \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

When $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\delta^{2}-4\mu<0$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\mu\neq0$\end{document}$, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \begin{aligned} w_{23}(z)={}&{-}\frac{lk^{3}\delta^{2}+8lk^{3}\mu+4lk+4k^{2}+3r^{2}}{6k^{2}l}- \frac {4k\delta\mu}{\sqrt{(\delta^{2}-4\mu)}\tan(\frac{\sqrt{\delta^{2}-4\mu }}{2}(z+c)-\delta)} \\ &{}-\frac{8k\mu^{2}}{(\sqrt{(\delta^{2}-4\mu)}\tan(\frac{\sqrt{\delta^{2}-4\mu }}{2}(z+c)-\delta))^{2}}, \end{aligned} \\& \begin{aligned} w_{24}(z)={}&{-}\frac{lk^{3}\delta^{2}+8lk^{3}\mu+4lk+4k^{2}+3r^{2}}{6k^{2}l}- \frac {4k\delta\mu}{\sqrt{(\delta^{2}-4\mu)}\cot(\frac{\sqrt{\delta^{2}-4\mu }}{2}(z+c)-\delta)} \\ &{}-\frac{8k\mu^{2}}{(\sqrt{(\delta^{2}-4\mu)}\cot(\frac{\sqrt{\delta^{2}-4\mu }}{2}(z+c)-\delta))^{2}}. \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

When $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\delta^{2}-4\mu>0$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\mu=0$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\delta\neq0$\end{document}$, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$w_{25}(z)=-\frac{lk^{3}\delta^{2}+4lk+4k^{2}+3r^{2}}{6k^{2}l}- \frac{2k\delta ^{2}}{\exp(\delta(z+c))-1}- \frac{2k\delta^{2}}{(\exp(\delta(z+c))-1)^{2}}. $$\end{document}$$

When $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\delta^{2}-4\mu=0$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\mu\neq0$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\delta\neq0$\end{document}$, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$w_{26}(z)=-\frac{12lk^{3}\mu+4lk+4k^{2}+3r^{2}}{6k^{2}l}+ \frac{k\delta ^{3}(z+c)}{(\delta(z+c)+2)}- \frac{k\delta^{4}(z+c)^{2}}{2((\delta(z+c)+2))^{2}}. $$\end{document}$$

When $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\delta^{2}-4\mu=0$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\mu=0$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\delta=0$\end{document}$, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$w_{27}(z)=-\frac{4lk+4k^{2}+3r^{2}}{6k^{2}l}-\frac{2k}{(z+c)^{2}}. $$\end{document}$$

Exact solutions of YTSF equation via the complex method {#Sec12}
-------------------------------------------------------

Inserting ([17](#Equ17){ref-type=""}) into equation ([47](#Equ47){ref-type=""}) we have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$p=1$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$q=2$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\beta_{{-2}}=-2k$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\beta_{{-1}}=0$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\beta_{{0}}=-\frac {4lk+4k^{2}+3r^{2}}{6k^{2}l}$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\beta_{{1}}=0$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\beta_{{2}}=-\frac {16k^{4}+32lk^{3}+(16l^{2}-12l\gamma+24r^{2})k^{2}+24lkr^{2}+9r^{4}}{120k^{5}l^{2}}$\end{document}$, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\beta_{3}$\end{document}$ is an arbitrary constant.

Therefore, equation ([47](#Equ47){ref-type=""}) is a second order BBEq and satisfies the weak $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\langle1,2 \rangle$\end{document}$ condition. Hence, by Lemma [2.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}, we see that meromorphic solutions of equation ([47](#Equ47){ref-type=""}) belong to *W*. We will show meromorphic solutions of equation ([47](#Equ47){ref-type=""}) in the following.

By ([19](#Equ19){ref-type=""}), we deduce the indeterminacy rational solutions of equation ([47](#Equ47){ref-type=""}) are $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$R_{1}(z)=\frac{\beta_{32}}{z^{2}} +\frac{\beta_{31}}{z}+ \beta_{30}, $$\end{document}$$ with a pole at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$z=0$\end{document}$.

Substituting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$R_{1}(z)$\end{document}$ into equation ([47](#Equ47){ref-type=""}), we get the following form: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$R_{1}(z)=-\frac{2k}{z^{2}}-\frac{4lk+4k^{2}+3r^{2}}{6k^{2}l}, $$\end{document}$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\gamma=\frac{16k^{4}+32lk^{3}+(16l^{2}+24r^{2})k^{2}+24lkr^{2}+9r^{4}}{12k^{2}l}$\end{document}$.

So the rational solutions of equation ([47](#Equ47){ref-type=""}) are $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$w_{r}(z)=-\frac{2k}{(z-z_{0})^{2}}-\frac{4lk+4k^{2}+3r^{2}}{6k^{2}l}, $$\end{document}$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\gamma=\frac {16k^{4}+32lk^{3}+(16l^{2}+24r^{2})k^{2}+24lkr^{2}+9r^{4}}{12k^{2}l}$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$z_{0}\in{\mathbb {C}}$\end{document}$.

To obtain simply periodic solutions, let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\vartheta=e^{\alpha z}$\end{document}$, and substitute $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$w=R(\vartheta)$\end{document}$ into equation ([47](#Equ47){ref-type=""}), then we get $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ k^{3}l\alpha^{2}\bigl(\vartheta R'+ \vartheta^{2}R''\bigr) + \bigl(4k^{2}+4kl+3r^{2}\bigr)R+3k^{2}lR^{2}+ \gamma=0. $$\end{document}$$ Substituting $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec15}
===========

In this article, we utilize Lie group analysis to obtain symmetries and symmetry reduction for two higher-dimensional NLEEs. In this way, we can reduce the dimension of the NLEEs, which is relevant in the fields of mathematical physics and engineering. Five types of explicit function solutions are constructed by the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\exp(-\phi(z))$\end{document}$-expansion method and complex method. It demonstrates these methods are very efficient and powerful to seek the exact solutions of NLEEs. We can apply the idea of this study to other NLEEs.
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